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From: Suzy K 
Sent: Sunday, November 17, 2013 10:02 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Smart Meter Program

To whom it may concern: 

My husband and I are begging your committee to stop this insane behavior towards its BC citizens by the 
bullies at BC Hydro and it's goones at Corix. Almost everyday there is a new story about a person being 
bullied into a smart meter. This is being done despite your current efforts to make this fair for both sides. 
This is still being done despite the announcement that we now have choices. But everyday someone is 
intimidated in to installing this harmful device on thier home. 

We will no conceed to the pressure. We will phone in our numbers or email them. There does not need to be 
a fee. 

We disconnected our tv cable to save $30 a month. We don't turned the heat on upstairs to save electricity; 
so we freeze at night. We try to only keep one room lit at any given time to save money on electricity. We 
eat pancakes once a week to save on food. I can't tell you the number of things we do to save money to 
survive in this economy and BC Hydro wants to not only take away my rights but also $450 of our money 
not to mention this is after tax dollars and it's also taxed with GST. Making this far more than $35 per 
month. 

Please do not let big corporations and the government bullie you into doing something that you knew a few 
years ago was wrong when Fortis made the same application. 

Please continue to fight for us. You are our last hope for democracy and the health of it's BC citizens. 

Thank you...Suzanne and Brent Kudrick. 
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